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Abstract—Satellite-based Earth Observation (EO) systems are
gaining popularity and widely used in many time-sensitive
scenarios, including disaster monitoring, emergency response,
forecasting and defense. Existing efforts for gathering EO data
mainly rely on either ground station networks or geostationary
(GEO) satellites. However, our quantitative analysis reveals that
existing approaches are either limited as their achievable latency
is far away from the desired value due to the insufficient coverage
of ground stations, or hard to scale as the number of sensing
satellites increases because of the high cost of GEO satellite relays.

This paper explores the feasibility and performance of a
novel approach that leverages emerging low Earth orbit (LEO)
constellations to enable low-latency and scalable EO data delivery
from space. We present ORBITCAST, a hybrid EO data delivery
architecture upon LEO constellations and geo-distributed ground
stations to forward EO data from the source remote sensing
satellite to a collection of end users. To handle the network
dynamicity caused by LEO satellite movements and achieve
stable communication over the satellite network, we propose a
geo-location driven scheme to forward and deliver data packets.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of ORBITCAST, we build a
testbed driven by public constellation information and implement
the ORBITCAST prototype on top of the testbed. Extensive
realistic-data-driven simulations demonstrate that ORBITCAST

can significantly reduce the latency as compared to other state-
of-the-art approaches, and complete the data delivery within five
minutes for representative EO data traffic.

Index Terms—Satellite-based Earth Observation, Mega-
Constellations, Integrated Satellite and Terrestrial Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite-based Earth Observation (EO) systems [4], [5], [34]

that continuously gather physical, chemical, and biological

information from orbits in space have become very popular in

recent years, thanks to technical breakthroughs in the space

industry [31], [39], [41]. The EO market size is poised to

grow by USD 4.51 billion until 2024 [18]. About 44% of

today’s in-orbit satellites are for EO propose [24], and most

of them are working in low Earth orbit (LEO) with altitude

less than 2000km, collecting tens of Terabytes of data (e.g.,
high-resolution imagery) per day during their orbit [59], [60].

Big EO data collected by remote sensing satellites needs

to be downloaded to terrestrial EO data centers and then be

distributed to a collection of customers who finally run their

own applications to process the data for dedicated proposes. In

many scenarios, EO systems require low-latency data delivery,

i.e., EO data collected by remote sensing satellites is expected

to be delivered to users as soon as possible. Scenarios needing
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very low latency include disaster management and emergency

response (e.g., for floods, fires and earthquakes), forecasting for

extreme weather conditions, remote monitoring and security

(e.g., maritime smuggling/rescue, illegal fishing) and defense,

where the EO data is only useful if it is successfully delivered

in a very short time period [56]. In addition, as many EO

applications require low-latency, EO systems are also expected

to be scalable to support various EO tasks simultaneously, as

the number of sensing satellites increases.

In this paper, we perform a systematic study to tackle this

problem facing the EO industry - is it feasible to enable very
low-latency data deliver in satellite-based EO systems?

We carry out our study in three steps. Frist, we start our

quest by exploring the attainable latency in existing EO systems

and identifying the performance bottleneck. Typically, existing

efforts for downloading EO data from space can be classified

into two categories: downloading data via ground station
networks [50], [66], or downloading data via geostationary
satellite relays [64], [71]. In the former “store first, and
download later” approach, the satellite operator has to deploy

geo-distributed ground stations in advance. The sensing satellite

downloads data to ground stations through satellite-ground

communication links, if only the sensing satellite is in the

transmission range of certain ground stations. While simple

and practical, this approach may suffer from long data delivery

latency due to the intermittent and unstable communication

between satellites and ground stations. First, it may take

minutes or even hours for the sensing satellite to move into the

transmission range of an available ground station, as ground

stations are hard to be deployed upon oceans which cover

more than 70 percent of the surface of our planet. Second, the

orbital velocity of EO satellites is very high, bringing a very

short visible windows between satellites and ground stations.

It is thus difficult to guarantee that EO data with large volume

can be completely downloaded in one pass. Finally, the link

quality between satellites and ground stations might also be

significantly affected by poor weather conditions, resulting in

reduced data rate and prolonged deliver latency.

The other approach for downloading EO data is exploiting

satellite relays in geostationary (GEO) orbit to establish long-

duration communication from the sensing satellite to terrestrial

EO data centers. Many state-of-the-art EO systems like

TDRS [71], EDRS [72] and EFFIS [7] are using this approach

to achieve near-real-time Earth observation. While it enables

stable, long-duration LEO→GEO→ground communication

path, and free-space LEO→GEO laser links can achieve up

to 1.8Gbps [72] datarate, the total delivery latency by this978-1-6654-4131-5/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE



approach is still limited by the GEO→ground path with the

speed less than 300Mbps. Moreover, the supported number of

user-spacecrafts per GEO satellite relay is very limited (e.g.,
only 2 per GEO relay in TDRS [64]). This indicates that

although covering about one-third of Earth surface, one GEO

satellite relay can only support two EO tasks simultaneously.

Considering the high manufacturing and launch costs of GEO

satellites (e.g., ∼$544m for a EDRS relay [6]), this approach

can not scale well as the number of sensing satellites increases.

In the second step, to facilitate low-latency EO, in this paper

we explore a novel approach to deliver big EO data collected

from space: leveraging a large number of interconnected
satellites in LEO, together with geo-distributed ground stations
to construct a hybrid data delivery network that enables long-
duration, high-throughput and low-latency communication from
the remote sensing satellite to terrestrial users.

We present ORBITCAST, a low-latency framework for EO

data delivery. Specifically, ORBITCAST adopts two key ideas

to attain low-latency, scalable and bandwidth-efficient EO

data delivery: (i) Constructing a hybrid delivery network
upon emerging LEO constellations and geo-distributed ground
stations. The hybrid network enables the opportunity of long-

duration low-latency communication from the sensing satellite

to users whenever the data is acquired. Intuitively, EO data

is either delivered through ground station infrastructures on-

demand, e.g., Ground-Stations-as-a-Service (GSaaS) [3], [26],

if ground communication is available underneath, or delivered

directly to users (equipped with satellite terminals) through

space routes constructed by high data-rate inter-satellite links

(ISLs) and space-ground downlinks. (ii) Exploiting a location-
driven routing scheme in the hybrid network where the topology
changes over time to deliver EO data. ORBITCAST leverages

a geo-location based, adaptive addressing scheme to index

network nodes and drive the data delivery in the hybrid

space-ground network. The location-based scheme enables low-

latency, long-duration and bandwidth-efficient delivery through

eliminating the address updating and route re-convergence

overhead incurred by frequent connectivity change and supports

multicast routing when the number of end users increases.

As the third step of our study, we build an experimental

environment to simulate the space-ground network and im-

plement the ORBITCAST prototype to evaluate the feasibility

and network performance of our approach. To improve the

fidelity of our testbed, we leverage public orbital information

and EO dataset to drive the simulation of LEO constellation,

and emulate network software stack and traffic based on

Mininet [11]. Extensive evaluations shows that ORBITCAST

can significantly reduce the EO latency and finish the delivery

process within 5 minutes for representative EO data trace, even

under situations where the constellation or user scale increases.

Collectively, the main contributions in this paper are as

follows: (1) through a quantitative analysis on existing satellite-

based EO systems, we identify that the insufficient coverage

of ground station networks, limited forwarding data rate and

high cost of geostationary satellites are the key challenges

for obtaining low-latency and scalable EO data delivery; (ii)

Fig. 1: The process of data delivery in typical EO systems.

proposing ORBITCAST, a low-latency framework for EO

data delivery that exploits a hybrid space-ground network

to enable low-latency, scalable and bandwidth-efficient EO

data delivery; (iii) building a testbed to evaluate the feasibility

and performance of ORBITCAST and quantify the end-to-end

latency reduction using representative constellation patterns

and EO traffic. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first

to exploit the integration of emerging mega-constellations and

ground station services to collaboratively achieve low-latency

for EO applications at scale.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Satellite-based Earth Observation (EO)

Big data collected from space. Satellite-based Earth

observation is becoming very popular in recent years due

to the evolved ability of sensing the Earth from space. The

volume of EO data continues to increase exponentially with a

unprecedented growth due to the launch of new spacecrafts,

with more powerful, multi-spectral, and accurate sensors. In

particular, the average daily traffic generated by NASA’s EO

system is about 27.9TB [60]. The present EO archive in

European Space Agency (ESA) has exceeded 3 PB and it is

foreseen that this volume will exceed 10 PB in few years [59].

Earth observation systems. The core functionality of

today’s EO systems is to download big EO data captured

from space and distribute the data to customers/users who

then run their own applications to process the data for specific

proposes. As shown in Figure 1, a typically EO system follows

two primary steps to complete the process of EO data delivery:

• (i) A data download step which downloads EO data from

the remote sensing satellites to EO’s operation and data

storage centers. Remote sensing satellites typically carry

dedicated instruments (e.g., an optical sensor) designed for

capturing useful data (e.g., high-resolution images) during

the orbit. Most existing EO sensing satellites are operated

at a relatively low orbit (e.g., 600-1200km altitude) [70].

For instance, the Proba-1, Proba-2 and SMOS spacecraft

of ESA are observing the Earth from an altitude of about

700 km [70]. Sensing satellites continuously and periodically

acquire and save EO data to the on-board storage. Data

stored in sensing satellites can be downloaded to EO data

centers via ground station networks [46], [50], [65], [66] or

through geostationary satellite relays [34], [38], [69], [71]

depending on the specific design in different EO systems.

• (ii) A data distribution step that distributes those downloaded

EO data from the EO data centers to a collection of end

users. This step can be done through typical distribution



Description Data Set Volume(GB)
Moderate Resolution Imaging [12] 107.3

Multi-angle Imaging [13] 29.7
Atmosphere Infrared Sounder [2] 13.1

TABLE I: The public EO dataset used in our experiment.

methodologies in today’s terrestrial Internet (e.g., via Web

servers or content distribution networks). Terrestrial end users

finally run their own applications to process EO data for

dedicated proposes, such as map and navigation services

(e.g., Google Maps), disaster monitoring and forecasting [7],

or other research and education aspects [60].

Many EO applications require low latency data delivery.
For many EO applications, the observed data is only useful

if it is available in a very short time period since its data

acquisition. These applications include disaster management

and emergency response (e.g., floods, fires, earthquakes),

forecasting (e.g., for extreme weather conditions), security

(e.g., maritime rescue) and defense etc.. Further, future EO

systems are also expected to be extended to serve time-

sensitive social scenarios (e.g., satellite-based video streaming

for observing space environments). We define the delivery

latency of a EO task as the flow completion time of transferring

data acquired from space to the corresponding terrestrial user.

Therefore, ideally, a satellite-based EO system is expected to

simultaneously be: (i) low-latency, as the latency in above

time-sensitive scenarios is expected to approach 1 minute or at

least less than 5 minutes in particular [56]; and (ii) scalable,

which indicates that many kinds of EO applications/tasks can be

concurrently supported when the number of sensing satellites

and terrestrial users increases.

B. Limitations of Current EO Approaches

Since the approach of data distribution over terrestrial

networks has been well studied and optimized, the data

delivery latency in different EO systems is primarily affected

by the data download step in the left Figure 1. Specifically,

existing approaches for EO data download can be classified

into two categories: download via ground station networks
and download via geostationary satellite relays. We next

conduct two groups of experiment to introduce and analyze the

attainable latency under above two primary approaches widely

used in today’s EO systems.

Experiment setup. We build a simulator based on public

details of EO satellites to estimate the delivery latency by

different downloading approaches. We use the two-line element

(TLE) data of an EO sensing satellite LEMUR 2 ZO [10]

published by CelesTrak [33] to drive the simulation of remote

sensing satellites. TLE [32] is a data format encoding a list of

orbital elements of an Earth-orbiting object for a given point

in time. We use three public EO datasets [14] differed in size

from NASA’s EO system as the source content for delivery.

Table I summaries the description of these data sets, which are

originally collected for meeting the timely need of applications

such as numerical weather and climate prediction, forecasting

and monitoring natural hazards, etc..

Data Set Ground Stations
# GS = 5 # GS = 50 # GS = 173

MRI 401.7 mins - 928.4 mins 214.4 mins - 641.9 mins 22.0 mins - 226.6 mins
MI 12.7 mins - 448.6 mins 5.9 mins-369.1 mins 5.0 mins - 115.4 mins
AIS 2.2 mins - 313.8 mins 2.2 mins - 296.3 mins 2.2 mins - 86.5 mins

TABLE II: Attainable delivery latency by existing GS-based

approaches. MRI: Moderate Resolution Imaging. MI: Multi-

angle Imaging. AIS: Atmosphere Infrared Sounder.

1) Data download via ground station networks: As the

sensing satellite moves in LEO, there is a visible window during

which the sensing satellite is in the transmission range of a

ground station. Therefore, one straightforward yet practical way

to fetch EO data is to download data during the visible window

of a single ground station. While practical, this “store data first,
and download later” approach may suffer from high delivery

latency due to a critical factor: the ground communication for

LEO satellites is intermittent and unstable. More specifically,

first, as the satellite moves in orbit and the Earth rotates

underneath the satellite, it may take minutes to hours for the

satellite carrying EO data to move into the transmission range

of the ground station. Second, because sensing satellites move

in very high speed, the visible window for a certain ground

station is typically very short, e.g., only ten minutes or less per

day [65], and thus it may take multiple passes to completely

download the entire EO data. Third, only relying on ground

communication for data download is likely to be affected

by poor weather conditions, as atmospheric attenuation may

degrade the link quality between satellites and ground stations.

A recent effort [66] extends the amount of ground stations

in above baseline approach, builds a geo-distributed ground

station network to improve the availability of ground commu-

nication in one pass, and can reduce latency by collaboratively

downloading EO data through a sequence of accessible ground

stations. While using a ground station network extends the

duration of visible window in one pass, it is still difficult to

guarantee low latency for certain applications (e.g., maritime

readiness and response) due to a fundamental reason: ground
stations are difficult to be deployed upon oceans which cover
more than 70 percent of the surface of our planet. As the

satellite moves and the Earth rotates simultaneously, it is hard

to make sure that there are always available ground stations

under the satellite for stable and long-duration data download.

Table II summarizes the delivery latency of using different

numbers of ground stations to gather EO data. In our quantita-

tive analysis, we set the location of ground stations and link

capacity following the parameter settings in [66], and set the

data rate of ground communication to 800Mbps. Although a

number of distributed ground stations are used, the download

latency still suffers from high variation ranging from minutes to

hours as the source moves and Earth rotates, and the minimal

latency can only be obtained if the observed area is just close

to a nearby available ground station.

2) Data download through satellite relays: Another method

for downloading EO data is using geostationary satellites as the

relay for data transmission. For example, the European Data

Relay System (EDRS) system [72] is a European constellation

that relays information and data between satellites, spacecraft,



and ground stations. Similarly, the U.S. Tracking and Data

Relay Satellite (TDRS) system is a network constructed by

tracking and data relay satellites designed to satisfy the

requirement for long-duration, highly-available space-to-ground

communications [34], [64], [71]. With TDRS spacecrafts

located in three geosynchronous regions around the Earth,

customer spacecrafts (e.g., sensing satellites in LEO) can attain

global support for data relay and distribution. Using satellite

relays, EO data is first transmitted from the sensing satellite

to relay satellites working in geostationary orbit, and then be

forwarded to ground stations and EO data centers later.

Quantitatively, the average download latency of delivering

EO data via the TDRS system is 12.1/24.0/67.8 minutes for

three EO datasets respectively. As exploiting GEO satellite

relays enables long-duration and stable LEO→GEO→ground

delivery paths, it achieves faster data download but still takes

tens of minutes to hours to complete the downloading process,

which might not be doable for time-sensitive applications.

The root cause is that while state-of-the-art GEO satellite

relays can be equipped with long-distance laser communication

component with up to 1.8Gbps datarate [72], the end-to-end

throughput is still constrained by the GEO→ground path with

a datarate up to 300Mbps [64], [72]. Another critical limitation

of using GEO satellite relay is that it does not scale well for

various geo-distributed EO tasks, as the number of sensing

satellites increases. Specifically, the supported number of user-

spacecrafts per satellite relay is very limited (e.g., only 2

for each relay in TDRS [64]) due to the limited on-board

payload weight available for high-speed laser communication

components. This indicates that while covering about one-third

of Earth surface, one GEO satellite relay can only support

two EO tasks simultaneously. Finally, the manufacturing and

launch costs of GEO satellites, together with the high-speed

laser communication components are extremely high, e.g., about

$544 million for one EDRS relay [6]. Such high costs make it

(likely) difficult to massively deploy GEO satellite relays to

support many LEO sensing satellites concurrently.

C. Emerging Mega-Constellations: A Promising Enabler for
Low-Latency EO?

Given that existing approaches are unlikely to guarantee

very low latency EO data delivery (i.e., in minutes), next we

envision the opportunity and potential of a novel approach: can
emerging LEO mega-constellations help to enable low-latency
EO data delivery?

1) LEO mega-constellations: Over the past decade, the

renaissance in the space industry [31], [39] declines the

cost of access to space [41] (e.g., the per-satellite cost of

Starlink is below $500K [20]) and stimulates an exponential

growth in constructing “New Space” mega-constellations. Many

companies such as SpaceX, Amazon etc. are actively deploying

their mega-constellations (e.g., Starlink [22], Kuiper [1])

comprising thousands of satellites inter-connected by inter-

satellite links (ISLs) [45], promising to offer broadband Internet

service with potentially lower latency [43], [52] and high

throughput [40], [68]. Unlike the first generation of satellite

network which exploits satellites in geostationary orbit to

forward data, emerging mega-constellations operate in low

Earth orbit (LEO) with evolved computation and network

capability [28], [29], [37], [42]. For example, in a recent beta

test of Starlink shows the network performance with about

120Mbps downlink data rate and 20ms latency [23], while

its predecessor HughesNet offers network access with about

19.8Mbps downlink data rate and about 800-900ms latency.

2) Opportunities and challenges of low-latency EO data
delivery over emerging mega-constellations: We thus envi-

sion a new opportunity for low latency EO data delivery:

unlike existing “store first and download later” approaches,
leveraging LEO constellations to pipeline the data download
and distribution steps, and directly deliver EO data from the
remote sensing satellite to users. Intuitively, building a delivery

network upon LEO constellation for EO has two potentials that

may enable lower latency. First, emerging mega-constellations

consist of thousands of LEO satellites and provide network

access globally. Thus the sensing satellite can start to deliver

data wherever it is, and does not have to wait for reaching the

transmission range of a certain available ground station. Second,

most planned constellations suggest the use of laser inter-

satellite links that promise to achieve tens of Gbps or higher

data rate for inter-satellite communication [45]. Hence emerging

mega-constellations are likely to construct a satellite network

which can potentially provide low-latency, high-throughput

communication from the sensing satellite to terrestrial users.

In addition, in terms of scalability, mega-constellations can

also support multiple sensing satellites delivering EO data

simultaneously. Each broadband satellite might equip with

several ISLs (e.g., five laser links might be doable for a Starlink

satellite according to [43]), and thus in practice different sensing

satellites can connect to a (different) nearby broadband satellite

for data deliver. Note that as sensing satellites are typically

working in LEO, with the orbital altitude and inclination

similar to a subset of satellites in the mega-constellation.

Therefore if the access satellite is selected properly, the relative

velocity between the sensing and broadband satellites could

be low, leading to stable connections between the sensing and

broadband satellites. Collectively, if above potentials regarding

low latency and scalability can be utilized, EO applications

are likely to purchase the network services from constellation

operators (e.g., SpaceX), and exploit the delivery capability of

emerging mega-constellations to distribute EO data efficiently.

Although promising, building such a delivery network in

space is still very challenging, due to two specific character-

istics in such emerging LEO satellite networks: (i) Topology
dynamicity in LEO satellite networks. One unique aspect

that differentiates LEO satellite network from other terrestrial

networks is that: LEO satellites are moving fastly in orbits, with

respect to the Earth and other satellites or ground stations. Since

satellite links have limited range, the connectivity between

satellites and ground stations/users changes over time. The

dynamic network topology makes it difficult to establish and

maintain a stable route for delivering EO data using existing

IP-based routing protocols (e.g., OSPF) [42], [74], [75]. Since



IP addresses are coupled with the network interface of a

device, the frequent link connection and disconnection can

trigger the re-calculation of routes, resulting in significant

routing convergence overhead and address updating overhead,

as routers have to inform neighborhoods the link state change.

(ii) Rare bandwidth resource in space. Although the rapid

evolution of on-board technology has led to the development

of high data-rate ISLs which promise to provide tens and

even hundreds of Gbps data rate [45] between satellites, in

practice, maintaining high data rate requires more power

allocation in each satellite [58], [73]. Unlimited use of energy

in space will drain the lifetime of a satellite quickly, because

there is a limitation on the maximum amount of complete

recharge/discharge cycles of battery [73]. Therefore, EO data

delivery is expected to be bandwidth-efficient and do not incur

too much power consumption on satellites, especially when

serving a large number of terrestrial users.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

We present ORBITCAST, a low-latency framework that

collaboratively exploits emerging mega-constellations and

distributed ground stations to deliver big EO data from remote

sensing satellites to a collection of terrestrial users.

A. ORBITCAST Overview

1) Design principles: The design of ORBITCAST should

satisfy three primary goals: (i) Low data delivery latency.
As many time-sensitive EO applications require low latency, it

is expected that the framework can deliver EO data to users

timely, e.g., within five or less minutes; (ii) Scalability. EO

data might be delivered to a number of customers/users who

are interested in using, analyzing and understanding the data.

The system is expected to achieve good scalability, e.g., being

doable to guarantee low latency even if the number of source

sensing satellites and end users significantly increases; (iii)

Bandwidth-efficiency. As the resource in satellite such as

power or link bandwidth is more scarce as compared to that in

terrestrial networks, the data delivery process is not expected

to impose too much traffic overhead (including both control

and data flows) on inter-satellite links.

2) Key ideas of ORBITCAST: ORBITCAST adopts the

following key ideas to deliver EO data from remote sensing

satellites to terrestrial users: (i) Constructing a hybrid delivery
network upon emerging LEO constellations, with the
supplement of geo-distributed ground stations offered by
GSaaS for EO data delivery. The sensing satellite delivers data

through ground station infrastructure, e.g., Ground-Stations-as-

a-Service (GSaaS), if it is in the transmission range, because

state-of-the-art ground stations (e.g., [50]) typically can support

much higher downlink data rate as compared to small dish-

like satellite user terminals. If ground stations are unavailable

(e.g., out of transmission range), ORBITCAST delivers data

to users over the routes built upon LEO constellations. The

hybrid network facilitates the opportunity of enabling long-

duration and low-latency communication from the sensing

satellite to users whenever the data is acquired. (ii) In the

(2-2)Ground 
Stations

(1)Remote Sensing 
Satellite

~1000km

(2-1)LEO Constellation

EO data

EO data

(3)End Users

~550km

GSaaS
(e.g. Amazon GS/Azure Orbital)

Small satellite dish

EO data

Fig. 2: ORBITCAST system overview.

hybrid network where the topology changes over time,
exploiting a location-driven routing scheme to deliver EO
data to users. ORBITCAST exploits a geo-location based,

adaptive addressing scheme to index nodes and drive the data

delivery in the hybrid network. The location-based scheme

helps to significantly reduce the control overhead incurred by

calculating and converging route in the dynamic topology, and

also supports multicast in space to attain improved scalability

and bandwidth-efficiency when the number of users increases.

3) System overview and workflow: Figure 2 plots the

system overview of ORBITCAST. Collectively, the ORBITCAST

architecture consists of three key segments in the integrated

satellite and terrestrial network: (1) the sensing segment, which

includes one or more remote sensing/observation satellites

working in (typically) LEO for collecting the raw EO data;

(2) the hybrid delivery network which is built upon emerging

constellations constructed by a considerable number of LEO

satellites, together with geo-distributed ground stations offered

by GSaaS operators (e.g., Amazon Ground Stations [26] and

Azure Orbital [3]); (3) the terrestrial segment that includes end

users from different industries requesting EO data. The user

can access GSaaS via today’s terrestrial network, and connect

to LEO satellites via very-small-aperture terminal (VSAT), e.g.,
a SpaceX’s Starlink satellite dish [25].

All nodes in the hybrid network, including LEO satellites,

ground stations and users are indexed based on their current

location (§III-B). Once the sensing satellite has acquired

the data from space, it connects to a nearby available LEO

broadband satellite or ground station to start the data delivery

immediately, and the next hop is calculated based on the

location. ORBITCAST delivers EO data to one or a collection of

distributed users over the route constructed upon LEO satellites

and ground stations (§III-C).

B. Geo-location-based Addressing

1) Addressing scheme: Before building the EO data delivery

network in space, ORBITCAST first needs to index and identify

each node (e.g., LEO satellites, ground stations and terrestrial

users) in the network for packet forwarding. Specifically, the

ORBITCAST framework follows a four-step process to address

nodes in the integrated satellite and terrestrial network.

Step-I: building a grid system which divides the Earth
surface into a number of blocks. Figure 3 plots a regional

example of the grid system used in ORBITCAST. Exploiting

the grid system, ORBITCAST classifies users and satellites
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User Address (1): 
[A. g. I]

User Address (2): 
[E. f. III]
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Fig. 3: The hierarchical grid system used in ORBITCAST.

into hexagonal blocks based on the division method in [8].

ORBITCAST discretizes the Earth surface into hexagonal blocks

for several reasons. First, blocks are static related to the Earth

surface and have their dedicated index (e.g., the longitude

and latitude pair of the center of a block), and the index

of each block can be used as an “anchor” that guides the

data forwarding. Second, blocks can cluster users in nearby

locations. When delivering data over LEO satellites, data flows

can be merged before entering a certain block that covers many

users to save bandwidth overhead (e.g., block-location-based

multicast). Third, the hexagonal block shape can well fit the

circle coverage of LEO satellites. Using the hierarchical grid

system, ORBITCAST classifies a set of nearby entries into

blocks, and maps a certain location to a length-varying block

index for its current block. Moreover, we tune the resolution of

the grid system to achieve different edge length of the block.

A higher resolution indicates a smaller size hexagon block,

while a lower resolution refers to larger hexagons.

Step-II: calculating the address of each node according
to its current geo-location in the grid system. Under the grid

system above, each block under a certain division resolution

has a unique block index. Figure 3 also shows an example of

a three-resolution grid division (i.e., resolution set = 0, 1, 2,

where 0 is the lowest resolution with the largest hexagon block).

Each block is further divided into seven smaller hexagons in

a higher resolution. We then calculate the address of a node

with location (latitude, logitude) as the concatenation of all

its block index under different resolutions. For example, in

the case of Figure 3, two users are located in block A/g/I

and E/f/III respectively under division of the resolution 0/1/2.

Therefore their address are calculated as [A.g.I] and [E.f.III].

Step-III: conflict avoidance. Note that in some cases where

two nodes are very close, after Step-II these two nearby nodes

may have the same address, even though the most fine-grained

division is applied. To avoid the address conflict, we add a

suffix at the end of the address obtained from Step-II. Block

indexes are cascaded from the lowest resolution to the highest

resolution, followed by a suffix number for conflict avoidance.

Step-IV: address maintenance and update. Each LEO

satellite in ORBITCAST maintains the address of itself, together

with all addresses of its visible neighborhoods (e.g., adjacent

satellites, available ground stations or user terminals). In

addition, because LEO satellites move in high speed and their
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Fig. 4: Address compression by implicitly using the block tree.

geo-locations change over time, each satellite has to update its

own address when it enters a new block, and then the satellite

notifies its adjacent satellites for the update.

2) Packing the compressed address into packets: EO data

might be delivered to a number of users. To indicate each

forwarding satellite how to forward packets, the remote sensing

satellite packs the addresses of all destinations into data packets

(e.g., after the IP header and before the payload). However,

naively inserting all addresses into each packet is not doable

as the number of end users increases. Leveraging the location
aggregation property of ORBITCAST’s address, we design

a method for address compression/decompression which can

significantly reduce the additional packing overhead.

Note that the geo-location based address used in ORBITCAST

is location-aggregated, indicating that geographically close

users may be covered by the same block, and are likely to have

the same prefix. Such a property enables us to build a block tree
that aggregates addresses that have equal prefix (i.e., in the same

block under a certain resolution). Figure 4 plots an example

of the address compression with nine user addresses. Assume

that each forwarding node in ORBITCAST framework knows

all user addresses in advance. Thus each node can implicitly

build and maintain a block tree containing all user addresses

aggregated by prefix (as shown in the middle of Figure 4).

Then, a set of addresses can be compressed and presented as a

set of rendezvous points in the block tree. For example, these

nine addresses shown in Figure 4 rendezvous at node A, B,

and C. Therefore the addresses of all users in this case can be

compressed as {A.B,C}, which means that a packet can pack

{A.B,C} to indicate that this packet should be forward to

all nine users, instead of packing all nine addresses. Likewise,

three addresses [A,a,I], [A,a,II], [A,b,III] in the

same block A can be compressed as {A}, and two addresses

[B,e,V] and [B,e,VI] can be compressed as {e}. The

compression process is reversible and the original address can

be recovered by searching the implicitly block tree.

C. Geo-location Driven Data Delivery

1) Distributed delivery algorithm: The proposed delivery

method is a distributed algorithm running in each satellite,

with no requirements on centralized computation at runtime.

Specifically, each satellite makes the forwarding decision based

on: (1) the current address of itself; (2) addresses of all its

adjacent satellites and ground stations; and (3) addresses of all



Address P: [A. b. I. 1]

Address Q: [A. b. III.    1]

Resolution: {0,   1,  2, SFX}

Maximum Matched 
Resolution (MMR): 1

Minimal Unmatched 
Resolution (MUR): 2

Address R: [C.  a.  I.       3]

MMR(P, R)=NULL, MUR(P, R)=0

dis(P, Q)=d(I, III); dis(P ,R)=d(A, C)

Fig. 5: An example of calculating MMR, MUR and the distance

between two ORBITCAST addresses.

destinations. Before we introduce the algorithm in details, we

first clarify two important definitions.

D1: Maximum matched resolution (MMR) and minimum
unmatched resolution (MUR). We define the maximum
matched resolution (MMR) between two addresses as the

resolution under which all block indexes are equal in the

two addresses. MUR is the next resolution of MMR, i.e.,
MUR=MMR+1. Figure 5 shows an example explaining the

MMR and MUR between different addresses. Considering

a three-level resolution division where 0 is the lowest res-

olution. The MMR is 1 for address P([A.b.I.1]) and

Q([A.b.III.1]), and is NULL for address P([A.b.I.1])

and R([C.a.I.3]). Similarly, the MUR is 2 for address

P([A.b.I.1]) and Q([A.b.III.1]), and is 0 for address

P([A.b.I.1]) and R([C.a.I.3]).

D2: Distance of two addresses. We define the distance

of two addresses as the great circle distance between the

center of two blocks under the MUR. For example, in the

case shown in Figure 5, the MUR between P and Q is 2, and

thus the distance between P and Q is calculated as the great

circle distance between the centers of block I and III (e.g.,
dis(P,Q) = d(I, III)). Similarly, the distance between P and

R is calculated as the great circle distance between the centers

of block A and C (e.g., dis(P,R) = d(A,C)). Assume d(x, y)
is the great circle distance between two points x and y.

Shortest distance match. For a forwarding satellite, the

key operation is to resolve received packets, and decide which

network interface (an/a inter-satellite or satellite-ground link)

the packet should be forwarded to. ORBITCAST follows the

shortest distance match principle to make the forwarding

decision. A packet is sent to the network interface which

connects to a next node much more closer to the destination.

Algorithm 1 shows the details of our delivery algorithm.

Once a forwarding satellite receives a packet, it decompresses

the packet header to extract the destination address list (DAL)

following the method introduced in Section III-B2 (line 4).

The forward tb is an array where the ith entry is a list

of addresses, (i.e., forward tb[i]). Packets to forward tb[i]
are forwarded by the ith network interface in the current

satellite. Initially, forward tb is set to {∅} (line 5). For

each destination address, the next-hop is calculated as the one

closest to the destination from all adjacent satellites/ground

stations (line 6-13). Then the header is updated and packed

into the packet, and finally the packet is forwarded according

to forward tb (line 15-18).

Algorithm 1 Geo-location-based data delivery algorithm.

1: Input: (1) list of adjacent addresses (LAA); (2) compressed

destination address (CDA).

2: Output: forwarding decision.

3: /* obtain the destination address list (DAL). */
4: dst list=decompress(CDA)

5: initialize forward tb array = {∅}
6: for addri in dst list:
7: if addri is visible: forward packet to addri
8: else
9: /* forward pkt to a node closer to destination. */

10: next hop ← argn∈LAA min(dis(n, addri))
11: forward tb[next hop].append(addri)
12: end if
13: end for
14: /* ith interface in forward tb is responsible for destina-

tions in forward tb[i]. */
15: for addr list in forward tb:
16: pack compress(addr list) into the packet.

17: forward the packet to corresponding interface.

18: end for

2) Putting it together: Collectively, the process of delivering

EO data from space can be summarized as follows: (1) Join
or quit operation. Users who are interested in EO data may

join or quit the ORBITCAST framework. The user broadcasts

the join/quit message carrying the location information to all

forwarding satellites in the constellation. In practice this can be

done by registering/un-registering in a terrestrial control center.

Then each forwarding satellite knows the entire destination

address list; (2) Node addressing. Each node is addressed by

the geo-location based addressing method; (3) Data collection
and packetization. When the sensing satellite collects data (e.g.

high-resolution EO images), it packetizes original content and

packs the compressed destination address list into packets and

starts data delivery via connecting to an available ground station

or a forwarding satellite with the similar altitude, inclination

and orbital direction in the mega-constellation; (4) Packet
forwarding. LEO broadband satellites follow Algorithm 1 to

route packets from the source to all destinations.

D. Congestion Avoidance and Fault Tolerance

Congestion avoidance. When the number of sensing satel-

lites or end users increases, data traffic from different EO

tasks might contend bandwidth resources in ISLs or ground

communication link. To avoid overload and congestion collapse

in the hybrid space-ground network, ORBITCAST can exploit

existing schemes like BBR [30] or TFMCC [62], MTCP [61]

to achieve congestion avoidance in unicast or multicast mode.

Handling link failures. While emerging mega-constellations

plan to launch thousands of small, short-lived satellites to

provide low-latency high-throughput network services globally,

the lifespan of those small satellites is relatively short (e.g.,
around five years [48]) as compared with traditional high-

cost communication satellites in GEO. According to a recent

report [55], the failure rate of Starlink is about 2.5%, indicating



that about 1 in 40 of Starlink satellites may have failed. The

geo-location-based delivery algorithm proposed in ORBITCAST

can tolerate such link failures, as it calculates the forwarding

decision locally, and does not require each node to maintain the

entire network topology, which may cause route re-convergence

in case of failures.

IV. TESTBED AND PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

Our testbed integrates three techniques described below to

improve the fidelity of our experimental environment.
(i) Exploiting a number of Mininet [11] instances

to emulate nodes in the hybrid network. Mininet is a

network emulator which relies on cgroups and network
namespaces to create a network of virtual hosts, routers,

and links, and each Mininet instance can run standard Linux

software. We build our testbed based on a number of inter-

connected Mininet instances, and each instance emulates the

network ability of a satellite/ground-station/user node, which

can receive and parse realistic data traffic.
(ii) Using real orbital information to drive the simulation

of satellite movements. Since we use Mininet instances to

emulate satellites, the inter-connectivity and varying location

of these network nodes are configured based on real orbital

information. We collect the latest orbital information of mega-

constellations from CeleTrak [33] and the open FCC filing. We

then use orbit analysis tools [17] to calculate the accessibility

and location of each satellite in different time slots.
(iii) Simulating the low-layer link quality. To improve the

fidelity of the testbed, we simulate other low-layer factors that

may affect the link quality in satellite networks. Specifically, we

use ITU-Rpy [9] to simulate the impact of weather conditions

on the atmospheric attenuation in slant and horizontal paths.

Further, we use Linux tc to adjust the propagation delay among

satellites according to their time-varying distance and the speed

of light. The entire testbed is implemented and deployed on

a DELL-R740 server with two Intel Xeon 5222 Processors

(four-core, 3.8GHz) and 8*32G DDR4 RAM.
We have implemented the core functionality of ORBITCAST

in around 1436 lines of C codes. Specifically, the hexagon

grid system used in ORBITCAST is implemented based on

H3 [8], which is originally used in terrestrial navigation systems.

We set four levels of resolution in our implementation, and

the average hexagon edge length in each resolution is about

1100km, 420km, 160km and 60km respectively. The length

of a single block index ranges from 7 to 16 bits, according to

the resolution. A lower resolution indicates a larger block size.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Evaluations in this section aim at answering the following

three questions. Q1: What is the achievable network perfor-

mance of ORBITCAST, for example the ability of EO data

transfer and corresponding delivery latency, as compared with

other existing approaches under representative EO data traffic?

Q2: How does ORBITCAST scale to the increasing number of

EO data sources (i.e., remote sensing satellite) and terrestrial

users? Q3: What is the impact of various constellation designs

on the attainable delivery latency?

A. Experiment Setup

Data source and user distribution. We use three real-world

EO data sets collected by NASA’s LANCE EO system as the

EO traffic [2], [12], [13]. Orbital information of remote sensing

satellites is obtained from [33]. In our experiment, we assume

each end user has equipped a light-weight user terminal (e.g.,
a satellite dish) [21] which can directly communicate to a LEO

satellite. We use the public information of 173 ground stations

provided by [63] to configure the distribution of available

ground stations in our experiments. We select 113 organiza-

tions spread in four different continents as end users. These

organizations are control and monitoring centers, companies

or technology laboratories that use EO data for emergency

readiness/response, disaster risk management, maritime search

and rescue, and other research proposes (e.g., [15]).

Performance comparison. We compare the effectiveness of

ORBITCAST with other four existing approaches, two of which

have been introduced in Section II: (i) Distributed Ground

Station (DGS) [66], which leverages a hybrid ground station

model to improve robustness and reduce downlink latency of

data delivery. (ii) Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System

(TDRSS) [71] that utilizes three groups of geostationary satel-

lites to provide stable communication from sensing satellites

to ground stations. The network capacity for LEO→GEO

and ground communication is configured according to [64].

We pipeline the data download and data distribution step in

DGS and TDRSS to accelerate their data delivery. (iii) source-

routing data from the source to every destinations following the

shortest path calculated by Dijkstra (i.e., denoted as SR-SP), as

proposed in [43]. Note that this scheme requires to know the

entire network topology in advance to calculate the shortest

path periodically. In [43], gathering the time-varying topology

is done on the ground (e.g., in a terrestrial control center).

However, in our scenario, it is unpractical for the data source

(i.e., a sensing satellite) to work as a control center and monitor

the whole network topology over time. Thus, in our experiment

we re-calculate the shortest path to each user on a ground node,

and transfer the route results to the sensing satellite through

geostationary satellites. (iv) On-Demand Multicast Routing

Protocol (ODMRP) [16] which is an IP-based multicast routing

protocol used in today’s terrestrial network.

Constellations. For most of the experiments conducted in

this section, we use SpaceX’s Starlink as the LEO constellation

used for data delivery, since Starlink is currently the largest

commercial LEO constellation under heavy deployment. We use

the complete Starlink phase I constellation which will deploy

1584 satellites in 72 orbits at 550km altitude as the primary

constellation setting in our experiment. We also evaluate the

performance under other constellations, e.g., Amazon Project

Kuiper [1] which plans to launch 3,236 satellites operating in 98

orbital planes in three orbital shells. For each constellation, we

follow a well-known +Grid topology [29], [43], [51] to inter-

connect each satellite, i.e., each satellite has at least five laser

ISLs, two of which are connected to the two neighborhoods

in the same orbit, and other two links are connected to the
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Fig. 7: Delivery latency for representative EO data traces.

left/right satellite in the adjacent orbit. At least one ISL is

available for connecting to a nearby sensing satellite.

B. Data Transfer

We first evaluate the ability of delivering EO data from

the sensing satellite to terrestrial users via different delivery

approaches. We randomly pick the initial phase of the sensing

satellite and the location of terrestrial user from our data set in

each run. Figure 6 plots the average data volume downloaded

from remote sensing satellite via different approaches in

one day. DGS downloads about 105GB data on average

due to the intermittent ground communication during the

orbit, and TDRSS downloads about 264GB data using the

stable LEO→GEO→ground path. Compared to these existing

approaches based on ground station networks or geostationary

satellite, ORBITCAST increases the ability of data transfer

over 14x and can gather about 1582GB data per day, since it

leverages satellites and distributed ground stations to construct

a delivery network, and data download can start immediately

via high-throughput space route since the data acquisition.

C. Delivery Latency

We then evaluate the latency of delivering three types of

representative EO data traffic to terrestrial users. EO data

objects are sequentially acquired by the sensing satellite

periodically and differ in size. Specifically, the delivery latency

is measured as the time between data acquisition and its delivery

to terrestrial users. Figure 7 shows the latency of transferring

three types of EO traffic from one source to a single randomly

picked terrestrial user under different delivery approaches in

Starlink constellation. Through pipelining data download and

data distribution, DGS and TDRS achieve 40-68 minutes and

16-27 minutes latency on average. Other three methods based

on LEO constellations, i.e.,ORBITCAST, SR-SP and ODMRP

obtain comparable performance results as they exploit the route

built upon LEO satellites inter-connected by ISLs. ORBITCAST

attains about 2.7-4.5 minutes for data delivery. The latency

of SR-SP is about 10 minutes because the network topology

changes over time, and the sensing satellite has to wait for

the converged routing decision from the terrestrial control

center, and the communication is interrupted during the routing
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Fig. 8: Latency results of different approaches as the number

of users/sources increases.

convergence. The latency results under Kuiper constellation is

similar to Starlink. But SR-SP obtains higher latency because

it takes more time to re-calculate the path and thus has higher

convergence time due to the increased amount of satellites.

We next examine the network performance of each approach

as the number of sources or users increases. Figure 8 shows the

latency results of each approach when we change the number of

source sensing satellites from 1 to 25 and tune the user amount.

Note that the number of simultaneously supported spacecrafts

for a GEO satellite relay in TDRSS is limited, we do not plot

the results of TDRSS for many EO sources. Figure 8a shows

that as the number of users increases, the delivery latency of

DGS keeps stable because they first download EO data to

ground operation and data storage centers, and then distribute

EO data to users. The increase of user amount does not impose

addition network traffic on satellite-ground downlinks of DGS

and TDRSS. While SR-SP calculates and uses the shortest path

in LEO constellations to route data, the increasing number of

users imposes congestion on ISLs and the available throughput

for each user on average is reduced. In ORBITCAST, inter-

satellite traffic is saved as data flow splits in the block close

to end users, and thus it achieves better network efficiency

by avoiding redundant traffic over ISLs. Hence ORBITCAST

obtains the lowest delivery latency as user amount increases.

Similarly, Figure 8b plots the latency when multiple sources

simultaneously collect and deliver EO data to all users.

The average delivery latency increases when we add more

sensing satellites as the data source, since many delivery flows

rendezvous in ISLs and compete for bandwidth. ORBITCAST

stays in the lowest delivery latency since it aggregates delivery

traffic for different users and reduces strain on network links.

D. Traffic Overhead and Power Consumption

Finally we evaluate the traffic overhead imposed by deliv-

ering EO data through LEO satellite networks. We calculate

the average transferred data volume carried by each ISL when

delivering data to a number of terrestrial users. We measure
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Fig. 10: Estimation of power consumption.

the traffic overhead of these three approaches that rely on LEO

constellations. Figure 9 plots the average data volume carried

by each ISL when completely delivering EO data collected

in one day to all users. Because SR-SP source-routes data to

all users via independent flows, it achieves the highest per-

ISL traffic overhead. ORBITCAST attains the lowest traffic

overhead in each constellation as it supports multicast and

avoids redundant inter-satellite traffic.

Note that the usage of ISL can significantly affect the

power consumption in each satellite. We use the power

model in [47], [53] with optical power of 2W to set the

power of ISLs during the full-on period, and estimate the

total power consumption involved by EO data delivery. As

plotted in Figure 10. ORBITCAST achieves the lowest energy

consumption as it reduces the transmission time and traffic

overhead involved by inter-satellite communication.

VI. RELATED WORKS

Delivering Earth observation data. As we have introduced

in Section II, most existing approaches for delivering EO

data can be summarized as GS-based [66] and geostationary

satellite based [71]. Authors in [37] propose to offload partial

computation to the satellite to reduce the downlink traffic

overhead, and thus decrease the delivery latency. However,

in certain scenarios, with insufficient knowledge of end

applications, such a pre-processing approach might omit critical

information that is important to users [66]. Different with

prior efforts, ORBITCAST exploits a hybrid model upon LEO

constellations and GSaaS to deliver entire EO data to users.

Exploring emerging satellite networks. There is an in-

creasing number of studies focusing on building a satellite

network upon emerging LEO constellations [27], [35], [36],

[42], [42]–[44], [67]. Mark et al. studied how to use the laser

links or ground stations to provide a network and studied

the problem of routing in this network [43], [44], based on

public details from the FCC filings. Giacomo et al. studied a

path-aware networking architecture in which end-hosts obtain

information and control over network paths [29]. Yannick et al.
explored the network behaviors resulting from whether ISLs

are enabled [45]. Prior efforts [54], [57] have studied geocast

routing protocols mainly for mobile ad-hoc networks. Those

previous explorations complement our work. Our location-

driven routing scheme proposed in this paper exploits the

predictable characteristics of mega-constellations (e.g., satellite

connectivity and trajectory), and focuses on building a geocast

network for efficiently delivering EO data from the sensing

satellite to a number of terrestrial users.

Satellite simulator. To support the assessment of system and

protocol design in satellite networks, several simulation tools

were proposed in previous studies. SNS3 [19] is a high-fidelity

ns3-based simulator for satellite communications. However

SNS3 is built on a static system configuration, with only one

geostationary satellite and does not support LEO constellations

in its current version. Hypatia [49] is a framework for simulat-

ing and visualizing the packet-level network behavior of these

constellations by incorporating their unique characteristics,

and StarPerf [52] is a simulation platform that enables the

estimation of the achievable performance under a variety of

constellation options. Different from previous simulator, the

testbed proposed in this work can load real EO traffic and

run network protocol suite, and thus support the emulation of

protocol designs above the network layer.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents ORBITCAST, which exploits ground

station services and emerging mega-constellations that consist

of thousands of LEO satellites to construct a low-latency and

scalable delivery network in space. Specifically, to handle

the high-dynamicity in the satellite network and enable long-

duration, high-throughput communication from the remote

sensing satellite to terrestrial users, we propose a geo-location

driven delivery algorithm to route and forward the packet, and

support multicast if the number of users increases. Extensive

evaluations show that ORBITCAST enables low-latency EO

data distribution for representative EO data traces, and scales

well as the number of data sources and users increases.
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